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AFG-2225, based upon DDS technology and incorporated arbitrary waveform 

function, is a dual channel arbitrary function generator, which provides two 

identical performance signal output channels with output frequency of 

25MHz and full-bandwidth frequency resolution of 1uHz. 

 

Three newly augmented dual channel related functions of AFG-2225 are coupling, tracking and phase. The coupling 

function allows users to freely set ratio and offset values for frequency and amplitude of both channels to realize that all 

parameters are simultaneously effective for both channels. The measurement of the Third-Order Intercept Point for an 

amplifier and the simulations of two different frequency oscillators outputting signals are two applied examples for 

coupling function. The tracking function can produce 180 degree phase offset differential signal with same frequency and 

amplitude. The phase function allows users to freely set phase parameters for both channels such as sine wave and cosine 

wave signals.     

                  

    Differential Signal     Quadrature (sine and cosine) signals 

 

The new sum modulation function of AFG-2225 can sum up two signals into one and output this signal via one channel. 

One of the related applications is to sum up sine wave and noise to execute speaker distortion tests. 

 

AFG-2225 provides arbitrary waveform sampling rate of 120 MSa/s, 10 bit resolution and arbitrary waveform editing 

function with 4k point memory allowing point by point editing to produce genuine arbitrary waveforms. There are 66 

built-in function waveforms in the arbitrary waveform editing mode, which allows users to rapidly select desired function. 

 

The introduction and demonstration videos for AFG-2225 dual channel function, sum modulation function and arbitrary 

waveform function have been completed. Users can go to GW Instek website http://bit.ly/1eGo42l or visit Youtube at 

http://www.youtube.com/user/gwinstek1975/videos to view related videos.  
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